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The war is over, Israel has shot targets in Gaza and Lebanon.
ÖVP and Grünews defend their climate policy after criticism of the Austrian UN.
After the death of a girl, his 11-year-old aunt is suspected.
The weather will get colder tomorrow at the Kassamstag.
There are many clouds and sometimes rain.
The security situation remains tense in the Middle East,
and the danger is rising that there will be a new war.
The Israeli army has attacked in the night and early in Gaza and Lebanon
as a currency for missile attacks from there.
Tim Kubal reports from Tel Aviv.
Terror and trauma after a night of rockets and bombs.
Two sisters, 16 and 21 years old, will be shot in West Jordan by terrorists in their car.
David Lajani, head of the Siedlungsrates.
We found out that a vehicle was blocked on the cross and the terrorists
shot them at a short distance and fled in the direction of Nablus.
At the same time, Dika finds the freedom procession of thousands of Christians
in Jerusalem under the strictest security conditions and without interruption.
Even at the site of Al-Aqsa Moshe's death and after the Friday prayers
have not yet come to an end.
The enemies of Israel have to pay the price for each attack.
Premier Benjamin Netanyahu in a night after a meeting of the National Security Council
now demands his coalition partners hard consequences after the deadly terror attack.
There are still numerous climate laws missing in Austria,
or rather they delay themselves, including the energy efficiency law
and the renewable warming law.
Once again, the science criticizes the climate policy with clear words.
This time it is the UNICO, the introduction of the Austrian UN.
The ÖVP and the Greens are now reacting to this criticism,
Tanja Malle reports.
Small ambitions and ignorance address the Austrian universities of the government
in the climate issue, both the Greens and the ÖVP say today
that they have already brought a few things forward.
ÖVP General Secretary Christian Stocker.
If it is enough, that is always in the eyes of the viewer.
From my side, I believe that we have at least
come forward on the path of a good piece.
Currently, the government lacks about two-thirds of the majority
for the energy efficiency law and the renewable warming law.
SPÖ climate speaker Julia Herr criticizes
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that ÖVP and the Greens would have needed more than two years
to propose corresponding legislation.
We are now in negotiations.
We also want that the possibilities are quickly closed.
But of course it is also about making this law socially justified.
The Green climate speaker Lukas Hammer today states
that one should continue to negotiate with the SPÖ.
Every fourth hour in Austria is not paid off by women,
it is even every third, that Austria has created
a special evaluation for the workers in Vienna.
One reason for this is the high work pressure.
The economic chamber says that one cannot understand the critics of the workers.
Johannes Schmerger reports.
47 million more and more hours have been paid off
by workers in the past year, neither with money,
nor with time.
7 million hours more than in the long-term cut.
For him, the silence of the workers in Vienna is completely incomprehensible.
The workers save over one billion euros a year,
which actually belongs to the workers in this country.
And that this is an injustice that must be put off in our opinion.
Many employees would not be able to report over an hour
to avoid conflicts with the employer.
For the economic chamber, the
A.K. is not understandable.
Especially during the current lack of workers,
the companies, particularly responsible for the work hours
of the employees, are against the economic chamber.
After the violent death of a ten-year-old
in a Bavarian youth council, the police assume
that a eleven-year-old boy was involved in the crime.
In any case, the report from Germany, Verena Geizmann,
states that the first technical results of the crime
confirm the worst consequences.
A eleven-year-old boy is suspected to be a crime
by the police and state authorities.
That would have been the first evidence of the crime.
The boy comes from the same youth center in Bavarian Wunsiedel,
in which the ten-year-old girl lived,
which was found dead on the day of the operation.
According to investigators, there was a murder.
Because the eleven-year-old boy is not yet punished,
he has now been subjected to preventive treatment,
as the police say.
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There has not been a hearing.
After all, the background of the crime,
a forty-head special commission, is now on the rise.
In the Catholic children's home in Wunsiedel,
there is now a crisis team in operation.
The almost 90 children and youth and the staff
are psychologically disturbed.
In Rome, the traditional crossroads in the Colosseum
take place in the evening because of the unusual cold temperatures.
However, with a program change,
Papst Franziskus will shortly after his transition
not come to the Colosseum.
Yesterday, Papst visited a youth center
and washed his feet in there twelve times.
Alexander Hecht reports from Rome.
Ten degrees Celsius, the weather report says,
in the evening, the Rome comes out.
Too cold for the reconvalescent Papst.
Franziskus will follow the traditional crossroads procession
in his accommodation in the guesthouse
at Santa Marta.
But in thought, it is certainly in front of the Colosseum,
because the general theme of the procession
is one of the most important for Franziskus,
the wars in the world and the calls to peace.
In the other hand, a joint event of a Russian
and an Ukrainian youth.
Last year, an Ukrainian and a Russian
carried the cross a little bit together.
The role of the crossroads is today
the evening refugees from different regions of the world.
Before the crossroads procession,
Franziskus celebrated in Peterstom the K-Friday liturgy.
The report now had a few cracks.
A small change in the pension system causes great costs.
Like the budget of the national council,
almost a quarter of a billion euros is spent,
so that almost 54,000 women can go to the resting place
half a year earlier.
In February, the national council decided
to let certain birth dates go a little earlier
in the pension system due to constitutional reasons.
That is why these women pay longer pensions
and pay shorter.
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Soldiers, soldiers and war prisoners
complain less and less.
According to the defense ministry,
the federal commission in the past year
has conducted almost 200 difficult procedures.
In the years before, it was almost 300 or 580.
According to the commission, the federal commission
has invested in submarines and built new caserns.
That is why the complaints go back.
Russia says in the question of possible peace talks
with Ukraine further and later.
At a visit in Turkey, Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov
explained that peace talks can only be given
if a new world order is created without the US pre-order.
Lavrov also threatened that Russia
would change the exchange agreement with Ukraine.
Should the export of Russian fertilizers
and fertilizers continue to be prevented.
In the north, the end of the civil war
was planned for 25 years.
In the capital Belfast, Protestants and Catholics
formed a human chain.
The curfew ended in 1998
the civil war between pro-British Protestants
and Catholics who wanted a meeting with Ireland.
The conflict was killed by 3,700 people, almost 50,000 were injured.
Now we have the weather forecast for you today with Jörg Stieber.
In western Austria, a few rain showers go down this evening
and it can also be seen in the east, because there are few rains.
In the course of the night, the rain becomes more frequent.
It stays dry until the morning hours in the east.
In the morning at the Kassamstag rain,
which is almost all the time,
snow falls mostly above 600 to 1200 m,
in the east it was isolated until about 300 m in the spring.
As far as it stays dry, it stays in the eastern and upper corners.
Most of the time it stays only 2 to 9 °C,
from Vorarlberg to Kärnten up to 13 °C.
On Easter Sunday, in the eastern part of Austria,
there is still time for rain and cold, in the western part of the sun.
On Easter Monday, generally a little more friendly
and more noticeable milder.
That was the Journal um 5.
We are again at 8 o'clock with the evening journal
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for the next day's cultural topic.
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